
Financial institutions typically have a limited view of a customer’s 
total assets. Experian’s Asset Insight® gives companies a 
360-degree view of their customers to better assess their 
payment ability and match them with the appropriate credit 
limits and financial products.

Evaluate consumer assets  
seamlessly and efficiently
Asset Insight is a tri-bureau–capable 
asset estimation model built on  
bureau-exclusive predictors and verified 
data. Ideal for credit issuers and wealth 
managers, Asset Insight estimates the 
amount of liquid assets an individual  
has in interest-bearing checking, 
savings, CD, money market, brokerage 
and wealth management accounts. 

The model’s output is a score from 
1 to 999 that places consumers into 
percentiles to estimate their relative 
level of wealth. Asset Insight provides 
clients with enhanced knowledge of 
their customers by including their wealth 
when assessing ability to pay.

Real-time results may be accessed 
online with a credit report or received  
in batch with other reports. No consumer 
interaction is required. With Experian’s 
Asset Insight model, companies can 
assess individuals’ assets efficiently  
and seamlessly.

Valuable across the Customer Life Cycle
Versatile, intuitive and easy-to-use,  
Asset Insight may be deployed in a 
variety of ways when it is essential  
to determine an individual’s ability  
to meet financial obligations. 

Prospecting
•  Identify prospective customers for 

credit-bundled products and services 

•  Achieve better results by  
targeting customers with the  
highest estimated assets

Acquisitions
• Validate stated assets

•  Set optimal lending terms  
for approved borrowers

Account management
•  Develop better growth strategies 

by effectively identifying prime 
creditworthy accounts

•  Offer line increases to those  
with the greatest ability to  
take on additional debt

Collections
•  Maximize debt-recovery efforts  

by identifying those accounts  
most likely to have assets

Asset Insight® Obtain a complete 
financial picture of  
your customers



Complies with FCRA and ECOA 
Asset Insight uses credit attributes 
instead of demographic factors, so  
it complies with Fair Credit Reporting 
Act (FCRA) and Equal Opportunity 
Credit Act (ECOA).

No adverse action permitted
Asset Insight is a powerful decision-
support tool. However, adverse actions 

based on its results, such as declining 
applications, lowering requested loan 
amounts, closing accounts or imposing 
less-desirable terms, are prohibited. 

To find out more about Asset Insight, 
contact your local Experian sales 
representative or call 1 888 414 1120. 
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